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ALIBABA: THE LARGEST
RETAILER IN CHINA
China is the second largest retail market in the world and it will see the largest
absolute sales growth for a retail market globally in the next five years according
to Euromonitor International. Since 2012, Alibaba Group Holding has been the
largest retailer in the Chinese market, thanks to its immensely popular business to
consumer platforms. Its share of the total retail market in China in 2015 was 6.3%,
but it controlled 45% of digital commerce according to Euromonitor International.
The company has ambitious goals. It has stated publicly that it aims to have a gross
merchandise value of US$1 trillion in 2020 with two billion consumers across all of its
platforms, including consumer to consumer transactions. Increasingly, to be successful
in China and globally, retailers and manufacturers need to leverage Alibaba’s platforms
and services.
But Alibaba is not a traditional retailer. The company’s business model involves
expanding into different areas outside of direct e-commerce, most of which will
eventually support its commerce business. In addition to building a commerce
platform, other components of Alibaba’s new business model include logistics,
cloud computing, marketing and payment expertise.
This company overview provides background on Alibaba’s customers and its business
to consumer platforms. It explains different ways that manufacturers and retailers can
leverage Alibaba’s capabilities to drive sales growth in China. Finally, it provides an
overview of Alibaba’s vertical platform, Ali Health, which is focused on selling health
and wellness products and services.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO
ALIBABA’S CUSTOMERS
Despite a sluggish economy, Chinese consumers continue to spend as they enjoy
ever-rising levels of disposable income. The urban middle-class continues to grow and
their numbers will be bolstered in coming years as incomes rise among rural consumers.
Greater access to the internet has made it the shopping channel of choice for millions
of consumers seeking modern goods and services.

The Alibaba customer

Alibaba has capitalised on the growing wealth and internet penetration rates in China
to capture a range of customers through its different platforms within the Alibaba
ecosystem. For example, Taobao, Alibaba’s consumer to consumer platform, and Village
Taobao — where rural villages set up e-commerce companies to sell on Taobao —
attract younger buyers from second tier cities and rural areas who are still learning about
brands. Tmall, Alibaba’s business to consumer platform, and Tmall Global, the Alibaba
cross-border platform, are dominated by well-informed, high-spending women living in
coastal developed cities.
Alibaba has a prestige customer group, referred to as Alibaba Passport (APASS). This
group represents individuals that spend the most online. In 2015, this top-of-the-pyramid
group represented a total of US$4.4 billion in transactions, spending on anything from daily
goods to luxury items. One-third of the APASS consumers come from the most developed
cities including Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen. The biggest distinction from
their American and European counterparts is that they are much younger, born in the 1980s
and 1990s. With an average annual income hovering around US$100,000, APASS members’
income is well above the middle income family in current Chinese society.
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DATAG R A PH I C CO N S U M E R LI F E S T Y LE S

An I n t roduct ion To Alibaba's C usto m e rs

China: Lifestyles in 2015

Datagraphic – China: Lifestyles in 2015
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China: Lifestyles in 2015

Datagraphic – China: Lifestyles in 2015
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An I n t roduct ion To Alibaba's C usto m e rs

Alibaba’s customers embrace mobile

M-commerce, a transaction that happens through a mobile device, has been growing
exponentially in China since 2011. Sales from m-commerce grew from US$3.6 billion
in 2011 to US$140 billion in 2015, accounting for 51% of total digital sales, according to
Euromonitor International. As a pure play internet retailer, Alibaba has surpassed the
market. In the second quarter of 2016, 75% of the company’s total gross merchandise
value was from mobile sales, a percentage that has quickly increased each quarter. This
quarter was particularly important because it was the first time the company achieved
a higher monetisation of mobile users than non-mobile users, indicating the future
preferences of its customer base.
According to Alibaba, 65% of active buyers on the retail marketplaces are outside of
tier 1 and tier 2 cities. This is driving the growth of mobile transactions for Alibaba.
Buyers outside of the tier 1 and tier 2 cities do not have a personal computer and use
mobile phones to shop instead. These buyers are leapfrogging the traditional means
of internet access to go mobile first.
Mobile Gross Merchandise as a % of Alibaba’s Total Retail Gross Merchandise Value
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Source: Alibaba company reports
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ALIBABA’S BUSINESS TO
CONSUMER PLATFORMS
Over time, Alibaba has launched several business to consumer (B2C) platforms to serve
different customer needs. Both retailers and manufacturers have the ability to list on
various platforms to capitalise on the audience each platform has. There are a wide
range of product types on these platforms, including household goods, fresh produce,
consumer health, personal care and packaged food.
Platform

Description

Target consumer

Who Lists on the Platform?

Tmall

The largest B2C platform in
China, launched in 2008.
Businesses must have a
physical presence in China
and inventory must be based
in China.

Chinese

Well-known Western and Chinese
brands: Apple, P&G, Unilever, Zara,
Huawei, Xiaomi, Estee Lauder,
LVMH, Under Amour, Nike,
Rimowa, Volvo, Starbucks

Tmall Global

Launched in 2014, this allows
companies operating outside
of China to list to attract
Chinese buyers.

Chinese

Well-known Western brands
and retailers, including: Costco,
Sainsbury’s, Macys, Saks Fifth
Avenue, Target

AliHealth /
Tmall Medical

Launched in 2015, it connects
health and wellness brands
to individual shoppers using
a combination of e-commerce
and s-commerce

Chinese

Product and service brands,
including: NBTY, GNC, Lovate, GSK,
Wyeth, Bayer, Omron, J&J Acuvue,
Okamoto

Juhuasuan

A flash sales site, created in
2010, for merchants on Tmall
and Taobao

Chinese

All promotional products from Tmall /
Taobao merchants

AliExpress

B2C portal, launched in 2010,
allowing mainland China-based
exporters to reach consumers
abroad.

Consumers outside
of China

Products from various Chinese brand
name marketers such as Xiaomi or
small / mid-size Chinese merchants

Lazada

This brand is a retailer and a
marketplace in Southeast Asia.
Alibaba invested in it in 2016.

Southeast Asia
consumers
(Thailand, Vietnam,
Singapore,
Malaysia)

Big brand names such as Nestle,
L’oreal to medium-sized regional
merchants

Source: Euromonitor International
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UNDERSTAND ALIBABA
TO DRIVE SALES
As mentioned previously, Alibaba is not a typical e-commerce company. It is important
to understand how to utilise the different resources the company has to offer. There are
four key offerings that are geared to improve sales: media assets, targeted platforms,
omnichannel capabilities and big data.

Leverage Alibaba’s media assets

Alibaba is unique as a company with both media assets and an e-commerce business,
enabling it to collect and utilise a significant amount of data. According to Alibaba, the
company maintains a 60% market share in e-commerce through Taobao and Tmall, 34%
in social media through Sina Weibo, 31% in information and search through UCWeb /
Shenma and 80% of video through Youku Tudou. One of its advantages is that the
company allows users to log into the media properties with the same login details as
other Alibaba websites.
As a result, Alibaba has a vast repository of big data, which is leveraged into unified
user IDs. Unified ID enables the company to better understand users’ interests, social
activities, locations, logistics, search, payment and credit information as they move
through the entire Alibaba ecosystem. Alibaba applies over 8,000 labels, such as gender,
location and shopping preferences, to the 500 million people with unified IDs.
The unified IDs make it easier for merchants to identify new customers by targeting
users associated with a similar brand category, users that like similar brands, users
with similar attributes to existing consumers and users buying similar items. The
company also offers an array of marketing solutions tailored to different marketing
objectives, whether it’s the short-term performance marketing or the longer term
brand awareness building.
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U nde rsta n d a li b a b a to d r iv e sal es

The unified ID is also useful for personalisation. Merchants can show personalised
storefronts, recommendations or marketing messages based on a shopper’s purchase
history, age, gender and location. Tmall offers a lot of customisation of a merchant’s
storefront, so that it fits within the overall branding strategy. There are 55,000
storefront types in 30 different business types as well as 3,000 templates for product
pages, but merchants can also develop their own storefront and product pages if
desired. When Nivea personalised its storefronts, it saw conversion rates increase by
70% while transactions were boosted by 150%.
Companies can also use Alibaba’s media assets for brand building marketing. For
example, Procter and Gamble leverages video, livestreaming, user-generated content
and marketing campaigns to build its brand, especially for its flagship store on Tmall.

List on the appropriate platform

Alibaba has six different platforms for business to consumer transactions. This variety
in platforms allows merchants to choose which ones to list on to target different types
of consumers.
One main focus for the company has been on its new controlling stake in Singaporean
e-commerce retailer, Lazada. Merchants on Alibaba have expressed interest in expanding
their businesses into Southeast Asia, and this acquisition gives those merchants access
to multiple Southeast Asian markets showing strong e-commerce growth potential,
including Vietnam, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia.
Additionally, Alibaba has made significant investments to reach customers in rural
China through Rural Taobao. Rural Taobao seeks to “promote two-way trade between
China’s rural and urban regions by removing bottlenecks in logistics and informal
flow.” Alibaba will facilitate this process by building e-commerce infrastructure at the
county and village levels. While traditional chains are still less than willing to reach
out to shoppers in rural areas, Alibaba has made the leap, citing its plans to establish
service centers in 100,000 rural villages from 1,000 counties in the next three to five
years, roughly covering 1/3 of all counties and 1/6 of all villages in China. These service
centers will have internet access with employees who train consumers and merchants
on how to buy and sell on Alibaba’s online marketplaces.
Unilever is an example of a company that is listing on many of Alibaba’s platforms. It
started its relationship with Alibaba with a storefront on Tmall in 2011, followed by one
on Tmall Global in 2014. In 2015, the partnership greatly expanded. One aspect of the
partnership is the plan to expand Unilever’s distribution to China’s rural areas through
the Taobao Rural Service Centers and Cainiao, Alibaba’s logistics affiliate.
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Un de rstan d alibaba to d ri v e sa le s

Take advantage of omnichannel
capabilities
One of Alibaba’s key priorities for the near future includes providing merchants and
shoppers with omnichannel solutions.
One of the company’s biggest initiatives has been working with Suning Commerce
Group after acquiring a 20% stake in the company in 2015. After the deal, Suning’s
network of 1,600 stores and 5,500 after-sales service centers were linked to Alibaba’s
online sales platforms. Alibaba also leverages Suning’s distribution network to deliver
products purchased through its online platforms. With the help of the logistics
company, Cainio, Suning and Alibaba offer 12-hour delivery in Beijing, Shanghai,
Guangzhou, Hangzhou, Shenzhen and Nanjing.
In June 2016, Alibaba and Suning announced their goal to quadruple the sales of
appliances and electronics manufacturers’ sales through Alibaba’s online platforms
through 2018. To help achieve this goal, Alibaba and Suning will give the manufacturers
access to consumer data on Alibaba’s 423 million active buyers and Suning’s 250
million customers.
Suning Appliances Sales by Channel
100%
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80%

% Split of Total Sales

70%
60%
50%

Online Sales
In-Store Sales

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
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Source: Euromonitor International

Tmall allows for merchants to sync up their mobile, desktop and offline sales into one
place. This allows the merchants to see the full picture of their inventory and sales
figures. Furthermore, the merchant can see where the buyer is and route the product
from the closest distribution center to save on shipping costs.
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Big data to improve customer
understanding and relationships
Alibaba’s Unified ID contains a great deal of information on consumers who use
Alibaba’s media assets and ecommerce platforms, generating a lot of big data.
Alibaba’s big data can be paired up with external customer data to provide an even
more detailed view of shoppers. All of this data can be leveraged to improve customer
acquisition and retention by finding the right target audience and sending them
personalised messages or websites. For example, Alibaba’s marketing arm, Alimama,
helped Buick identify potential buyers for its Excelle brand in March 2016. Alimama
used Buick’s customer data on past buyers to find people with similar profiles. It also
analysed the best times in the path to purchase to send the appropriate advertising.
Alibaba is also making a push to gather information on shoppers in the offline world.
Brick-and-mortar retailers lack the capabilities to gather a lot of data on their in-store
shoppers, especially if these shoppers pay in cash and there isn’t a loyalty program.
For participating retailers, Alibaba uses Wi-Fi sniffers and beacons to track in-store
shoppers. The company examines traffic flows, areas with high engagement and how
much time people spend in stores.
This offline data can be linked to the shopper’s Unified ID. This allows the retailer to
have a holistic view of the shopper.
By utilising a combination of the attributes attached to the Unified ID, merchants
can reach their target customers in a more precise manner and leverage various
communication touch points within the Alibaba ecosystem to communicate with
their customers: Youku (video), UC (web browser), Amap (map), Alipay (payment),
Weibo (social media), Weitao (social media) and other platform paid advertising
(paid media).
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ALI HEALTH: HEALTH AND
WELLNESS VERTICAL PLATFORM
Although Alibaba started with platforms that were open to any products, the company
is moving into different verticals that specialise in products to help consumers shop
more efficiently. One of these verticals is Ali Health that was launched in 2015.
Ali Health combines the e-commerce of consumer health products such as vitamins,
supplements and other nutritional products, with a social commerce offering of health
consultations, online clinics and telemedicine services. The platform aims to satisfy
demand from Chinese consumers for quality products and services in the health and
wellness arena.
This effort even takes a step forward by integrating the health records of consumers in
this environment. Not only do consumers receive access to consumer health products,
but they also receive the nutritional and medical advice that will eventually tie to their
health record. The company aims to become the largest online health record repository
in China, which will help support the future of health in the Chinese population.
The Ali Health ecosystem has multiple aspects. It has an interactive, health customer
relationship management system that is digital. Its app includes doctor consultations,
medication delivery and health knowledge. It works with large pharmacies that help
provide services and products as part of the O2O Medical Alliance.

© EU R OMONITOR INTER NATIONAL
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Consumer Health Sales 2015 to 2020
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Source: Euromonitor International
Note: Fixed exchange rates, constant terms

Ali Health as extension of health
systems
With its health ecosystem in place, Ali Health also leverages the existing Alibaba
Group capabilities, including e-commerce, big data and cloud computing, to expand
its horizons into the innovative digital solutions for the pharmaceutical and health
care industries.
In addition to e-commerce / s-commerce, Ali Health is also dedicated in the following
health care related fields: Medical O2O Alliance (online to offline), network hospitals,
family doctors and traceable medical records barcodes.

Merging e-commerce and health
services in one platform
On Tmall Medical, the Ali Health premium online pharmacy platform, pharmacists
and nutritionists are on standby for any immediate health and wellness questions.
For example, when a consumer experiences a headache, he or she can easily access
pharmacists by describing symptoms through an online diagnosis window or searching
with symptom keywords in any of the Alibaba platform search engines. This allows
consumers to connect with professionals via the internet.
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Ali He alt h: He alt h an d we lln e ss ve rt ical p lat f o rm

Furthermore, Ali Health believes that to achieve its personal health and wellness goal,
e-commerce and health services should be connected. Right now, services such as
health examination by category and beauty treatment are offered alongside products
such as vitamin mineral supplements. To ensure a great consumer experience and
improve consumer education, Ali Health is also working on integrating a variety of
health and wellness intelligence systems such as Health A to Z, news and information
pertaining to health and well-being, smart health talks, live nutritional expert
education sessions, digital mini-health tools, tools and measurements for individual
health status.

Industry revolution and omnichannel:
O2O Medical Alliance
With its mission on transforming the health care environment in China, Ali Health
took the initiative and organised the O2O Medical Alliance. The alliance includes
major online and offline domestic pharmacies, for example, TongRenTang, the oldest
Chinese medicine pharmacy, aiming to collectively upgrade the Chinese health care
industry from service to product
to operational concept. Currently,
Ali Health O2O Member Distribution
the number of alliance members
City Tier
Member Cities
City Coverage
is 150 and covers all six Chinese
1st
4
100%
city tiers with more than 300
nd
2
21
91%
cities. The alliance’s next step
rd
3
26
72%
is to expand beyond China and
4th
42
75%
invite international pharmacies.
th
5

38

38%

6

19

17%

th

Furthermore, the O2O Medical
Alliance also plays a crucial role
Source: Ali Health
on bridging the online pharmacy
business to retail locations by providing omnichannel opportunities for marketing,
payment, customer acquisition and retention and cross-border innovation.
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MAKING THE MOST OF
ALIBABA’S ECOSYSTEM
Alibaba is the largest retailer in China and dominates the Chinese digital commerce
space. But it is not a traditional retailer. It owns media assets and a popular payment
method called Alipay. It is also focusing on the backend of running of business with its
cloud computing and logistics interests. Because of the company’s significant presence
in the fastest growing retail market in the world, it is important to understand how
Alibaba works as a company so that manufacturers and retailers can be successful in
China and beyond.

Utilise media assets

Alibaba owns digital assets beyond a digital marketplace. Because it plays in social
media, search and video, the company tracks consumers’ digital preferences. Not only
does this give Alibaba significant insights into who their customers are and their digital
habits but also provides venues for marketers to reach these customers in a targeted,
personalised manner.

Pick the platform that meets your needs
Alibaba has a growing stable of platforms under its roof. It is important that you pick
the one or ones that meet your business objectives.

Take advantage of Alibaba’s
omnichannel capabilities
In his letter to shareholders in October 2016, Alibaba’s Executive Chairman Jack Ma
wrote, “In the coming years, we anticipate the birth of a re-imagined retail industry
driven by the integration of online, offline, logistics and data across a single value
chain.” It is likely that Alibaba’s omnichannel capabilities will move beyond investing
in offline retailers, collecting customer data in the offline world and linking Tmall to
offline activities. It will be necessary to stay at the forefront of the new omnichannel
capabilities that Alibaba will provide.
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m ak in g t he m ost of alibaba's e c o syst e m

Leverage big data for consumer
acquisition and retention
With years of data on its customers and their digital habits, Alibaba has learned and
continues to learn how to use this data to provide a better customer experience for its
shoppers. It also understands the importance of using this data to acquire and retain
customers for its partners.

Capturing the middle class’ growing
need for health and wellness with
Ali Health
Globally, consumers are becoming much more aware of their health needs and this
is no different in China. Ali Health is the platform that addresses this need, but has
bigger aims to revolutionise health care delivery in China, a country whose population
is ageing. Ali Health will be one to watch as health care goes digital.
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ABOUT EUROMONITOR
INTERNATIONAL
Euromonitor International is the world’s leading provider for global business
intelligence and strategic market analysis. We have more than 40 years of experience
publishing international market reports, business reference books and online
databases on consumer markets.
Our global market research database, Passport, provides statistics, analysis, reports,
surveys and breaking news on industries, countries and consumers worldwide. Passport
connects market research to your company goals and annual planning, analysing
market content, competitor insight and future trends impacting businesses globally.
With 90% of our clients renewing every year, companies around the world rely on
Passport to develop and expand business operations, answer critical tactical questions
and influence strategic decision making.
To discover more about the power of Passport, read product reviews or request a
demonstration.
Euromonitor International is headquartered in London, with regional offices in
Chicago, Singapore, Shanghai, Vilnius, São Paulo, Santiago, Dubai, Bangalore, Tokyo,
Sydney and Cape Town.
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ABOUT ALI HEALTH,
ALIBABA GROUP
Ali Health was established in 2014. It’s a newly formed Ali-asset within Alibaba Group
for all health and wellness businesses from healthy diet and lifestyle to health care.
Ali Health works and collaborates with various Ali business units such as Tmall, Tmall
Global and Alipay to achieve clients’ goals.
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